


Origin Made designs and works with small-
scale producers to make craft collectibles for 
the home, which we believe can serve an 
important role in modern society. Handmade 
processes bear a sense of nostalgia and 
authenticity, inspiring us to refocus our 
attention on people and human relationships. 
By pairing contemporary design with craft 
skills developed over generations, we create 
interior objects, lighting and furniture that 
can be enjoyed and appreciated across time. 
Collaborating directly with family-run 
workshops and solo artisans enable us to 
discover local methods and raw materials 
which we endeavor to communicate through 
unique products.

The role of raw materials as the base of our 
existence also deserves to be celebrated. 
We wish to invite people to use a different 
lens to perceive raw materials, not as plain 
commodities but as the foundational building 
block of art and design. We hope that by 
fostering a deeper relationship between 
mankind and these materials, we will feel a 
closer connection and responsibility to the 
planet that we all share.

THE HUMAN TRADITION
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The Charred Vases are five unique forms 
made in the dying Portuguese art of Barro 
Preto. Buried and fired in an underground pit 
called a Soenga, this process of smothering 
the ceramic removes oxygen and results in a 
non-homogeneous texture of black, grey and 
earth tones. A vanishing tradition – there 
are few artisans left who have the knowledge 
to produce objects in Barro Preto. Together 
with João Lourenço, Gabriel Tan wishes to 
rekindle this heritage. The barro preto is a 
non-homogeneous texture of black, grey and 
earth tones.

CHARRED VASES

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio 

Handcrafted by

 João Lourenço
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The Coluna Vases are a set of hand thrown 
vases, where the strict geometric vessels 
juxtaposes the character of the textured 
clay. The vases are handcrafted by master 
ceramicist João Lourenço using Pasta Grés 
Chamotada - he experimented by mixing 
different grain sizes to create a coarse clay 
that resembles rammed earth. João, driven 
by his passion for this craft, has explored 
throughout the years different ceramic 
pastes, oven temperatures and firing 
techniques, allowing him to create a unique 
material with rich earth tones and a granular 
surface. Hallgeir Homstvedt approached the 
design of the Coluna Vases from a functional 
starting point and created two different 
volumes for medium sized bouquets or larger 
assemblies with shorter stems.

COLUNA VASES

Designed by 

Hallgeir Homstvedt

Handcrafted by

 João Lourenço
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These series of oversized Barro Preto vases 
are hand pressed by the craftsman to create a 
series of deformations to a cylindrical form. 
The designer Christian Haas and craftsman 
António Marques worked together to refine 
what it means to be “hand formed”, resulting 
in a new technique of form making where 
every piece is unique. The natural darkness 
of the Barro Preto reflects minimal light, 
creating the sense of a black portal. Like 
a portal through time, each vase connects 
the ancient craft of making Barro Preto 
together with modern contemporary design. 

Designed by 

Christian Haas  

Handcrafted by

António Marques

PORTAL VASES
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The Ark Vases are a result of the fascination 
for architectural elements like staircases 
and archways which bear the rhythm and 
repetitive aspects of classical architecture. 
It represents the beauty of architectural 
details as individual archetypes, while still 
maintaining a functional purpose as a vase.
Combining the raw materiality of thick-
walled porcelain with a crystal glass insert, 
the vase has a sculptural identity and can be 
displayed in various ways, on its own or in 
combination with another.

Designed by 

Norm Architects 

Handcrafted by

João Monteiro

ARK VASES
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Scent is an ancient art and smell is a 
universal language. Krukke is a Norwegian 
word for a vessel in between a jar and a vase. 
It holds something precious like honey, 
homemade food or cosmetics. The Arch is 
a monumental symbol of strength, stability 
and openness. Inspired by two fragrance 
rituals – dripping and pouring, the two 
fragrance sculptures are different in their 
way of diffusing. The Arch is instant with 
the drip of oils while the Krukke sets over 
time, diffusing like a vase with flowers into 
the room.

KRUKKE | ARCH  

SCENT SCULPTURES

Designed by 

Kaja Dahl  

Handcrafted by

João Monteiro
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The Moer Mortar and Pestle set, made from 
porcelain and chestnut wood, has a minimal 
yet sculptural expression. When in use, the 
heavy and elongated shape of the mortar 
ensures a sturdy work base. When not in 
use, the pestle rests naturally, following 
the inner shape of the mortar. This forms 
a beautiful and harmonious composition, 
indicating that it is always ready for use.

MOER MORTAR  

AND PESTLE

Designed by 

Chris L. Halstrøm 

 

Handcrafted by

João Monteiro 

Carlos Barbosa
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Jug is a water jug made of porcelain that 
reinterprets the historic typology with 
an upright profile and ergonomic handle. 
Standing elegantly with a rimmed base, 
Jug is a beautiful everyday object that 
never needs to be stored away. Its presence 
can remind and encourage us to consume 
local water, while keeping its contents cool 
with the thermal insulation property of 
porcelain. Jug comes in white or terracotta 
red porcelain.

JUG

Designed by 

Shane Schneck  

Handcrafted by

João Monteiro
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L&G Studio were captivated by the textures 
and colours at João’s workshop and began to 
consider new ways to celebrate the richness 
of João’s craft. Fascinated by the gradation of 
colours that are revealed when metallic salts 
are added to a clay firing, they applied this to 
Pasta Grés Chamotada – a highly textured 
claybody. The result of this experiment is 
the Salt Vases, a pair of tabletop vases in 
earthy orange and light cobalt blue. Each 
vase reflects the variation of material and 
process of one of the world’s oldest crafts 
and the character that L&G Studio finds 
inspiring about João’s work.

SALT VASES

Designed by 

Ladies & Gentlemen Studio

Handcrafted by

João Lourenço
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This collection came about when Gabriel Tan 
met Maria Adelina, a weaver in her sixties 
and the last known one in Pacos Ferreira, 
a furniture producing town in Portugal. 
Dona Lina’s energy  and passion for her craft 
was deeply inspiring. She spoke about her 
work in a buoyant way and displayed great 
eagerness to continue developing her skills 
by attending workshops hosted by others. 
Ultimately, Gabriel Tan designed a seating 
collection to showcase her craft - stools and 
benches with robust solid wood profiles 
strong enough to weave around and are 
very stable. This stretcher-less construction 
highlights the woven paper cord surface and 
gives it paramount attention.

THE WEAVER’S 

COLLECTION

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa 

Maria Adelina Ferreira
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This large sculptural mirror is inspired by 
the form of windows on airplanes and ships, 
which have pleasant curvatures that allow 
one to feel relaxed while traveling. In this 
mirror, the profile of the wooden frame is 
curved on the outside and chamfered on the 
inside to integrate with the large chamfer 
on the glass, creating a beautiful optical 
effect. Available in ash, oak and walnut, this 
mirror is meant to evoke good feelings while 
being indoors, reminiscent of one’s joyous 
experiences on a journey outdoors.

WINDOW MIRROR

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa 
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The Monolith Plinth is a fascinating 
typology of furniture – one that lies between 
object and furniture, between sculpture 
and pedestal. This plinth elegantly brings 
out the beauty of wood, via construction 
without glue, and being held together by 
hidden dowels and coiled paper cord within 
a recess. The result is a clean, monolithic 
form with a beautiful combination of two 
tactile materials. Versatile in its function, 
the Monolith can be used as a side table, to 
place decorative objects or as a standalone 
sculptural piece.

MONOLITH PLINTH

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa 

Maria Adelina Ferreira
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VOID SCULPTURES

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa 

When we envisage turned wood objects, 
they tend to be symmetrical in form and 
often used as bowls, cups, or canisters for 
storing tea leaves. Turned wood objects are 
beautiful and utilitarian, but they could 
also be philosophical and poetic at the same 
time. Using carved voids, the idea was to 
disrupt the symmetrical beauty of these 
turned wood forms, giving birth to new and 
unexpected compositions. The outcome is 
a study of positive and negative space, and 
dialogue between three haptic volumes 
which serve as small sculptures. Each Void 
Sculpture has a gently concave surface to 
serve as a pedestal for displaying our most 
precious small items.
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The Adão Coat Pegs are hand turned from 
Portuguese chestnut wood by master wood 
turner Carlos Barbosa. In the true spirit  
of Origin Made, the coat pegs are named 
after the original craftsman who made 
it – Adão Gomes. Designed by Pauline 
Deltour to be significant in size, the coat 
pegs have distinct concave faces to bring 
out a sculptural presence. Adão coat peg is 
available in two sizes, and finished with a 
natural wax coating.

ADÃO COAT PEGS

Designed by 

Pauline Deltour

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa
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These wooden trays in maple or walnut 
are all about joinery details. The design 
carries a Portuguese signature, as well as 
Scandinavian and Japanese inf luences. 
Ponte means bridge in Portuguese – a set of 
trays that support, highlight and transport 
the things we love. The smallest tray is ideal 
for a cup of tea or displaying small objects, 
while the medium and large sizes can carry 
your meal or objects to your favourite places.

PONTE TRAYS

Designed by 

Nuno Grade 

Handcrafted by

Carlos Barbosa 
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The hammer is one of the most primitive 
tool invented but it is still a very useful tool 
to have at home today. Cast Hammer is an 
object of beauty and function that fulfils our 
basic home improvement needs such as to 
put nails on the wall or for daily kitchen use. 
It is also quite satisfying to see a hammer 
that can stand on its own. The Cast Hammer 
is sandcasted in pure brass and available in 
satin or blackened finish.

CAST HAMMER

Designed by 

Keiji Takeuchi  

Handcrafted by

Paulo Martins

Alberto Cunha
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The Poise candle holder is designed to bring 
light, balance and grace. A subtle statement 
piece that seemingly allows the light to float, 
but always holding it solidly in place – a 
small sculpture in its own right. The Poise 
candle holder is sandcast in aluminium 
with a raw finish and polished flat surfaces, 
emphasising the qualities of the material.

POISE

Designed by 

Signe Hytte  

Handcrafted by

Paulo Martins

Alberto Cunha
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Âncora, designed by Christian Haas, is a 
dinner candle holder in sandcast aluminium. 
Its dual cavity form enables us to display 
the candleholder in two ways with a simple 
rotation. In one position, the height is 
greater than the other – this allows us to 
create a beautiful table scape with candles at 
different heights. Available in pitted semi-
polishes finish or raw, the candleholder is 
both a sculpture to admire and a functional 
object to make use of.

ÂNCORA

Designed by 

Christian Haas  

Handcrafted by

Paulo Martins

Alberto Cunha
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SPIRAL | FLIGHT 

SCULPTURES

Designed by 

Norm Architects

Handcrafted by

Ricardo Eira

An extension to the Ark series, these 
model sized stoneware sculptures unite a 
trilogy of elements – classical architecture 
being reinterpreted into modern design, 
skilled stonemasons’ precision in polishing 
intricately carved details by hand, and the 
beauty of raw travertine stone. Naturally 
occurring geological patterns present in 
travertine make each sculpture piece unique 
to the stone. In the Spiral sculpture, the 
repetition of horizontal lines integrated 
into a curved ascending profile is poetically 
juxtaposed against the Flight sculpture 
which emphasises straight lines throughout.
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The Ark Lamp is a result of the fascination 
for architectural elements like staircases 
and archways which bear the rhythm and 
repetitive aspects of classical architecture. 
It represents the beauty of architectural 
details as individual archetypes, while still 
maintaining a functional purpose as a lamp. 
Combining the raw materiality of Roman 
Travertine with solid brass details and a 
GU-10 light source, the lamp has a strong 
sculptural identity when off and takes on 
another dimension when illuminated.

ARK LAMP

Designed by 

Norm Architects

Handcrafted by

Ricardo Eira
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The Coliseu Pedestals designed by Gabriel 
Tan, with the Roman travertine tray made 
by Ricardo Eira and the smoked ash base 
made by Carlos Barbosa, are inspired by 
the amphitheatres of ancient Rome. The 
gently concave part of the wooden base 
matches seamlessly with the slope of the 
travertine tray, resulting in an object that is 
a functional sculpture combining two noble 
materials we love.

COLISEU PEDESTALS

Designed by 

Gabriel Tan Studio

Handcrafted by

Ricardo Eira

Carlos Barbosa 
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Rua do Almada 586

4050-034 Porto

Portugal 

info@origin-made.com

www.origin-made.com 

@originmade
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